RACER PACKAGE INCLUDES:
•• Team jacket, cap, shirt and beanie
•• Transport of race bike from Sydney to Alice Springs
•• Return transport of race bike
from Alice Springs to Sydney
•• Use of motorcycle for one short test ride
•• Use of bike for Finke Desert Race
•• Bikes available for use: CRF250 R/X, CRF450 R/X

This Aussie classic is on the
long weekend in June and
GHR will be there again.
We have bikes available to
hire for racing the event.

With more wins in
the desert than any
other team, why not
let GHR look after
your experience?

YOUR RACE Bike comes
fitted with the following:
•• Desert spec capacity fuel tank
•• Fresh desert spec front tyre
•• Fresh desert spec rear tyre
•• Fresh heavy duty tubes
•• Heavy duty wheel set
•• Heavy duty Xring chain
•• Desert spec gearing
•• Quality aftermarket handlebar fitted
•• Barkbuster guards and shrouds
•• Aluminium bashplate fitted
•• Desert spec billet clutch cover
•• Desert spec shark fin
•• Desert spec chain guide
•• Desert spec chain slider
•• Radiator braces fitted
•• Steering stabilizer fitted

“Dear Hoffmann’s
A belated thanks for a very exciting week in the
Alice. GHR ran the operation so smoothly, that
it was easy to forget that you were both working,
whilst we were enjoying a holiday.
Many things made my time with you both, a
highlight in my life: Amongst them was the fact
that spending time with you both, was already
a plus. My riding companions were terrific. Ben
and his Dad are just quality human beings, and
great to spend time with, as were all the pit crew.
The photos you send were simply fabulous and
most unexpected. The GHR jacket I just received
out of the blue the other day, is now my prized
possession. (It was completely unexpected, despite
Linda’s note saying that I thought you’d forgotten.)
My railway spike is another prized possession. My
appearance in Aust Dirt Bike sitting at the GHR
stand, has made me somewhat famous, although
no one has asked for an autograph yet. Pre-running
with Grabham and Hill… it just could never have
happened, without hooking up with the Hoff.
What a thrill!
On the money side, I am most grateful for the
enormous value you provided. I am still amazed
at how competitively GHR pitch their tour prices.
I would love to do another tour. Thing is… I just
like to ride with a mission to get there, and that
often leaves people waiting for me in the dark.
I’m willing to pay more next time, but I want
bigger headlights.

COST OF GHR HONDA
RENTAL PACKAGE:
Total cost of rental package for the
Finke Desert Race is $5,600 +GST
Section A — Meals to be provided:
•• Dinner at Finke
•• Breakfast at Finke
•• Water and sports drink at Finke
Section B
•• GHR to supply race ready CRF450 R/X or CRF250 R/X
•• GHR to supply fuel during test ride (must be done with team)
•• GHR to supply fuel at refuel points on the Finke track Sunday and Monday
•• GHR to maintain bike at Finke with race mechanics
•• GHR to supply all engine oil and filters at Finke
•• Access to spares at Finke (crash damage parts to be paid for out of bond)
•• A bond of $2,000 will need to be held on credit card before the event for potential
damage to bike as a result of a crash, whether the fault of rider or a third party.

Cost to be paid separately by rider:
•• Entry fee to organisers
•• Transport of rider to and from event
•• MA Motorcycle race licence
•• Food during course of event (except for meals listed in Section A)
•• Accommodation while at Alice Springs (can be arranged extra by GHR)

Lastly, Henry David Thoreau in the 1850’s wrote:
“Most men lead lives of quiet desperation”.
What you both offer people like me, is a chance
to escape the mundane… It’s very hard to place
a value on that.
That’s why, I just can’t thank either of you
enough.”
Avron Greenberg
#850 Finke

“Finke is a ride of a life time and is a must do for
any rider who has goals in life. The feeling your get
when you cross the finish line knowing that all your
planning and hard work have paid off. I am still on
a high from finishing Finke three months later.
A huge thanks goes to the team from GHR. I would
highly recommend them for Finke. Top bike and
support.”
Darran Wright
#763 Finke
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